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Introduction

Sleep problems in infants and children are common and typically include problems going to sleep
and problems maintaining sleep. Sleep problems can be further divided into medical (e.g.,
obstructive sleep apnea) and behavioural problems. Parenting often plays a role in the
development and maintenance of behavioural problems. This review therefore focuses on
behavioural sleep problems, how parenting may perpetuate or reduce such problems, and the role
of universal parenting programs in the prevention of behavioural sleep problems.

Subject 

Before understanding how parenting may give rise to sleep problems, we first need to understand
normal sleep. Infants and children (like adults) pass from consciousness into non-Rapid Eye
Movement (NREM) or deep sleep, then into REM or light sleep, and back into NREM sleep, several
times per night.1 These phases are known as ‘sleep cycles’ and last 20- 50 minutes in infants and
children and 90 minutes in adults. A child can wake fully from light sleep and either self-settle
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back to sleep or signal (i.e., call out) to their parent. The way an infant or child is settled to sleep
at the start of the night often dictates how they re-settle after naturally waking overnight.1 Thus if
the last thing a child remembers is being fed, having a pacifier, or being rocked to sleep, upon
waking they will call out for a parent to come and feed them, replace their pacifier, or rock them
before returning to sleep once more. These actions are known as “parent-dependent” sleep cues. 

Problems 

How a parent settles their child to sleep and responds to night waking is key to development and
thus management of behavioural sleep problems.2 A ‘coercion trap’ can occur whereby a parent
rocks their child to sleep, their child wakes some hours later and calls out, the parent returns to
rock their child, the child goes back to sleep (thereby reinforcing the parent’s response) but wakes
again and wants to be rocked.1 This can lead to parental fatigue and depression as well as
inadequate and fragmented sleep for the child.3,4

Research Context 

Teaching parents to allow their infant or child to self-settle at the start of the night can greatly
improve problems getting to sleep and re-settling over night. Randomized controlled trials have
demonstrated that teaching parents to use graduated extinction (i.e., parent checks on and
comforts their infant at increasing time intervals but leaves the room before the infant falls
asleep) or adult fading (i.e., a parent places a camp bed or chair next to their infant’s cot, pats
their infant to sleep for the first few nights, then gradually moves their camp bed or chair out of
the infant’s bedroom over a period of weeks) reduces both infant sleep problems and maternal
depression symptoms.5 In toddlers, provision of a bedtime routine by parents has also been shown
to reduce sleep problems.6 

Key Research Questions

What is less clear however, is whether (i) parenting can be modified to prevent sleep problems
arising; (ii) if so, which parenting practices are best to modify; and (iii) if there is a subgroup(s) of
infants who respond better to prevention.

Recent Research Results

A number of randomised trials have evaluated programs aimed at preventing infant sleep
problems. Most have included a range of parenting education and strategies, making it difficult to
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establish if some strategies lead to better outcomes than others. Most interventions have included
parent education about normal sleep and sleep cycles, advice to maximise environmental
differences between day and night, and strategies to encourage infant self-settling.7-10 Strategies
included range from the graduated extinction method described above to encouraging parents to
stretch night time feed intervals (in the hope that the infant will self-settle) and encouraging the
use of parent-independent sleep cues. These trials have shown modest improvements in infant
sleep and maternal depression symptoms. Two of these trials have been shown to be most
effective in a subgroup of infants who feed less than 3 hourly.9,11 Why this is so is unclear but it
may be that these infants are more unsettled and are thus fed to sleep more frequently in the
hope of improving their sleep. Teaching parents not to feed their infant to sleep and encourage
self-settling instead may reduce development of later sleep problems in this subgroup.

Research Gaps

While modifying parenting to manage and even prevent sleep problems appears effective, a
number of research questions remain unanswered. Popular public discourse promotes
‘attachment’ parenting whereby an infant is fed on demand, held for prolonged periods of time
and co-sleeps with their parent. Such parenting has been associated with increased night waking
at 12 weeks but effects beyond this are less clear.12 While the parenting strategies evaluated in
randomized trials are effective, their short- to medium-term effects on infant well-being as
measured by biological markers (e.g., cortisol) are unclear. Fathers are now playing an increasing
role in caring for infants and children but their unique contribution to the development and
maintenance of sleep problems has not been studied. Finally, parenting strategies work for many
but not all children and future research is needed to determine how best to help children whose
sleep does not improve with traditional parenting strategies.   

Conclusions 

Behavioural sleep problems are common in infants and children and their development and
maintenance is mediated, in part, by parenting. How a parent settles their child to sleep appears
crucial and teaching parents strategies to encourage infant self-settling and implement a bedtime
routine appear beneficial. Preventing infant sleep problems through universal programs has a
more modest benefit and subgroups of infants (e.g., those feeding less than 3 hourly) may
experience a greater benefit. Future research needs to explore the outcomes of attachment-based
parenting, impacts of parent-led behavioural strategies on infant well-being, role of fathers, and
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alternative approaches for infants who do not respond to behavioural parenting practices.   

Implications for Parents, Services and Policy

Managing sleep problems in infants and children is exhausting for parents, challenging for
clinicians and costly for policy makers. Universal prevention programs providing consistent advice
to parents about normal sleep patterns, sleep cues, and ways to encourage infant self-settling
(after the first few months) should be widely available. Such programs could be incorporated into
well child, universal services and take advantage of the content in evidence-based websites such
as www.raisingchildren.net.au and http://purplecrying.info/. Once sleep problems are established,
parents need support from a trusted health professional to manage the sleep problem. Parents
should be offered a range of evidence-based strategies and choose the best one(s) for their child
and their family. Online interventions offering such support look promising and have potential to
increase reach and uptake.13 Offering advice to parents to take up a more attachment-based
parenting style should be tempered by the lack of rigorous data on the effectiveness of this
approach to respond to unsettled infant behaviour.14 
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